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PETALS 

instructions
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THREADING YOUR PUNCH NEEDLE

(1) Put your threader through the hole in the tip first (insert through the back and into the big opening, also known as the front) 
then (2) continue pushing it into the needle until it comes out on the top (3).  

Put the end of the yarn you’ll be punching with through the threader (3) and pull it through the needle (4) until the end comes out 
of the tip (5).
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PUNCH NEEDLE RUG HOOKING BASICS

PUNCH NEEDLE RUG HOOKING HOW TO

(1) Start by making your initial punch - push the needle all the way down (2). You’ll see the end sticking out. Turn the 
frame over and pull the end out (3, 4). Video of this process can be found HERE.

https://youtu.be/fwvkCUcE7BM
https://youtu.be/fwvkCUcE7BM
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Pull the needle out, but just enough so that the tip is still touching the fabric. Move the needle forward in the direction of 
punching (5) and make sure the front of the needle (big opening in the tip) is facing forward (9). Always always always. 

Otherwise the yarn will get twisted. Make a punch (6). Continue punching in the same way (7, 8).
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If you need to change the direction of punching do it while the punch needle is inside the fabric. If you’re done with 
one section and want to move to another never simple move the needle to another part and start punching (10). Snip 

your stitch at one section and then move to another (11, 12).



Yay! You have your kit now so you’re on to have a lot of fun! 

Punch needle technique is pretty simple and highly addicting - you’ve been warned. I absolutely love it and I love that I got 
to make a kit for you.  

Couple of general pointers before you start: 
๏ as you’re working, don’t be too “judgmental” of your work. The stitches might seem like they’re not lining up properly 

which is ok. Keep working and once you’re done, you’ll clean up all lines (this is shown in the last section of the course) 
๏ always work from the back. The loops will be on the other side! 
๏ for outlines, (or lines like the leaf veins) punch about 6-8 stitches per inch, to fill out areas punch 4-6 stitches per inch. this 

is a general guideline and the amount of stitches depends on each yarn so check the other side to make sure there are no 
gaps 

๏ If you’d like to learn more I’ve published 2 courses - one is all about basics and supplies needed to create your own pieces 
and one tells you how to make a cushion! The course can be found HERE. Here’s a link to get 2 months of Skillshare for 
free so you can check out the amazing platform and tons of creative classes :)  

๏and last but not least, hashtag your work with #MandJkits and/or send me a picture. I would love to see it!!! 
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TRANSFERRING THE DESIGN ON THE FABRIC

(1) Place the framed fabric on your design front side down. We’ll be working from the back (2). Start tracing the design 
on the fabric (3). Now you’re ready to punch! (4)

https://skl.sh/2LL3806
https://www.skillshare.com/r/profile/Andie-Solar/7661304


 

To complete this kit, I used the “secret” setting of the adjustable punch needle which simply means taking the inner part of 
the needle out.  

•It’s best to work this design petal by petal both with punching and sculpting 
• the sculpting is shown in detail in a video HERE 

(1) Thread your punch needle with the mint yarn and punch the first petal as shown. Start sculpting as shown in the video. 
(2) Moving on to orange yarn. Thread your needle and punch the areas as shown. Repeat sculpting. 
(3, 4, 5) Repeat the above steps with the rest of the colors.  
step back and enjoy the awesomeness you just created and be proud of yourself!         
I cannot wait to start getting pictures from all of you to see your beautiful work. Don’t forget, I’m only a message away should you 
have questions ;) 
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https://youtu.be/H1aCheZ9Em8

